
 

 

 

Why Athletes Choke…. 

Alan Tyson PT, ATC 
(modified and paraphrased from article by Lee Dye – World News) 

One second left on the clock, and the basketball star who seems to be able to make any shot from 
anywhere on the court has just been fouled. His team is two points behind, but no worry.  All he 
has to do is make two free throws, a piece of cake for someone of his talents. The fierce action on 
the floor freezes as players on both sides take a mandatory breather. There's nothing the defense 
can do. 

The first shot is perfect, nothing but net. The second, however, with the game on the line hits the 
front of the rim, rolls along the outside edge and drops pitifully to the floor. Game over. 

It's happened to all of us, although not necessarily on a basketball court. The big moment 
arrives, and we've done it so many times before that we don't even have to think about it.But 
sometimes we do think. And that's the wrong time to do it. We miss that critical shot, or we 
flubbed an important line, or we forgot the boss' name just as we were supposed to introduce 
her. 

The one time we really needed to pull it off, and we choked. Why? A growing body of evidence 
shows the answer may be incredibly simple. Thinking too much at the wrong time can be a bad 
thing because your brain tries to take charge at the precise moment when your body doesn't 
need any help. 

Your muscles, for anything from shooting a basketball, striking a soccer ball, starting off the 
blocks in swimming, etc. down to simply breathing, have their own memories. You don't have to 
tell your heart when to beat. And if the "executive" part of your brain butts in, it's probably going 
to hurt, not help. 

"We call it overthinking," neuroscientist Taraz Lee of the University of California, Santa 
Barbara, said in a telephone interview. Lee, lead author of a study in the Journal of 
Neuroscience, said our bodies learn to do some things so well that if we think about what we are 
doing while under intense pressure it may actually hurt our chances of succeeding. 

"The part of the brain [responsible for planning, executive function and working memory] may 
be telling parts of the brain that control muscles to do something they are not supposed to be 
doing," said Lee, a former basketball player. "So it can wrestle control from the automatic plan 
and try to pay attention to the step-by-step control of a free throw or something like that." 

In other words, a skilled player's body already knows how to make the shot. Too 
much info can mess it up. 

Psychologist Sian Beilock of the University of Chicago calls it "paralysis by analysis." Beilock, 
author of the book, "Choke: What the Secrets of the Brain Reveal About Getting It Right When 



You Have To," contends that too much thinking at the wrong time can lead to "logjams in the 
brain." 

Lee, one of many scientists these days trying to understand why we fail under pressure, is 
particularly interested in why superstars in sports can choke while trying something that, to 
them, should be easy. 

We've seen it over and over. Shaquille O'Neal, who dominated so many games during 19 years in 
the National Basketball Association, was so notoriously bad at free throws that he became a 
popular target among defenders.  Why risk getting clobbered by Shaquille O’Neal’s elbows under 
the basket if they could send him to the line, where he would more likely fail? (He missed nearly 
half of his free throws over his career.) 

Choking under pressure is even more conspicuous in professional golf. It's not uncommon to see 
a pro drive the ball around 300 yards and then miss a one-foot putt. Did you realize that since 
Tiger Woods fell from grace 5 years ago, only two of the same golfers have one more than one 
major.  Meaning that once a golfer won a major golf tournament (Master, US Open, British 
Open, PGA) they never won another major.  Why can a golfer when one major and then never 
win one again.   

Just two years ago, golfer Jason Dufner blew a four-stroke lead with four holes to play, losing 
the prestigious PGA Championship in a devastating demonstration of choking under pressure. 

But this year, he won it – which hopefully means he can rise to the occasion at another moment 
in time but we will need to wait and see. 

Researchers generally concentrate on two different  

Explanations for why experts choke. 

Chicago's Beilock believes it boils down to two opposing theories: Either the person worries so 
much even a well-practiced talent can fail, or he or she concentrates so much on the task at hand 
(the magnitude of the moment)that the brain overrides the well-trained muscles. 

UCSB's Lee, in the first of a series of experiments, is searching for neurological clues about what, 
exactly, is going on in the brain. He and his colleagues used a valuable new technique, called 
transcranial magnetic stimulation, to briefly manipulate two areas of the prefrontal cortex -- the 
relatively young part of the brain often cited as the reason we humans are different from other 
animals. 

The scientists stimulated the part of the prefrontal cortex that performs executive functions -- 
the "take charge" part of the brain -- to see if that had any effect on the part of the cortex 
responsible for muscle memory. They found that if they "turned up" activity in the executive 
region, then activity in the muscle memory area decreased. If they turned down the activity in 
the executive area, the muscle memory region became more active. 

That suggests to the researchers that thinking too much may indeed have a bad impact on our 
ability to repeat a task that we've mastered over the years, whether it be hitting a golf ball or 
giving a speech. 

The take-charge part of the brain "is exerting its control when it's not really necessary," Lee said. 



So what's a body to do? 

What we advocate is practicing pressure situations… be it free throws with some consequences 
each practice, that penalty kick with everyone yelling at you and if you miss the whole team 
runs, taking times tests for practice, etc.  All of this to get a feel of pressure each day.  We feel 
each practice needs to have games, races, or drills that make each time competitive.   

We also talk with the athletes to make sure they practice staying process oriented (on the free 
throw line, two dribbles, spin the ball, deep breathe, and shoot for example).  The next time you 
watch an NFL game watch how the field goal kicker does the same thing each point after that he 
does with a 20, 30 or 40 yard field goal.   

This attention to process will allow the athlete to not think about the situation.  The free throw is 
the same in the first half as the second.  The penalty kick is the same in practice as it is the game 
(same distance, same goal width, etc).  Have a process to go through will help stay focused and 
not become distracted which is when the brain makes you “think too much”. 

Hope this helps!!! 

 
 **Remember to 

1. Always plan ahead for what you are going to eat 

2. Obtain adequate amounts of protein 

3. Work on Flexibility 

4. Supplement your diet with a fish oil and multi-vitamin 

Let me know if I can help.  Email me at architechsports@gmail.com 

God Bless, 

Alan Tyson 

Physical Therapist, Athletic Trainer, Certified Strength and Conditioning 

Specialist 
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